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Housing Quality and Standards 

 

M36. Would Policy D4 provide a justified and effective strategic framework for 

delivering quality housing? In particular: 

a) Would Policy D4 focus on matters of strategic relevance? In this respect, 

would it provide appropriate flexibility in relation to housing standards in light 

of the planned amount of quality housing and local circumstances? (outdoor 

space, internal space, balconies, single aspect) Would it effectively address 

matters of daylight and sunlight? 

b) In this respect, would it provide an effective and justified strategic 

framework for the preparation of local plans and neighbourhood plans in 

relation to this matter? 

c) Would it accord with national policy particularly in light of the Nationally 

Described Space Standards? 

 
 
London Forum does not understand the reason for the removal by the MSC of all the 

words in Policy D4 A. They would be a good introduction to the policy and should be 
reinstated for that purpose. 

 
The draft NLP statement, just before Table 3.1, is welcomed that: 
“The Mayor will produce guidance on the implementation of this policy for all 

housing tenures.” 
 

M36 a) – Space standards are of strategic relevance as people deserve decent 
homes. There is flexibility in the standards of the policy that takes into account the 
capacity constraints for new homes in London and would prevent unsatisfactory 

accommodation. The exception to that is the Government’s Permitted Development 
conversion of offices to, in several cases, very small and unsuitable dwellings, but 

boroughs are not able to do anything to prevent that. An example is in the report on 
such a conversion at http://tinyurl.com/ya6jcra7   It is important that the policies in 
the NLP give boroughs the opportunity to avoid such unacceptable homes. 

 
Policy D4 would address matters of sunlight and daylight but some boroughs would 

have their own standards in order to interpret the word “appropriate” in Policy D4 F. 
 
M36 b) – Yes 

 
M36 c) – Yes. The London Plan was revised as the MALP 2015 version on the 

requirement of the DCLG Minister to test its conformance to national standards for 
car parking and for housing space standards. It was examined and found to be 
sound. Both sets of standards met the need to conform generally, as required, as 

they are indicative not mandatory. 
 



The contents of draft NLP Table 3.1 are identical to the National Space Standards 
published in October 2015 with one exception and that is smaller space in the NLP 

for a one-bedroom dwelling with a shower instead of a bath, which seems to be 
sensible. 

 
The Mayor should not be forced to adhere to national standards that fail to take 
account of the circumstances in the capital. 

 
PROPOSALS: 

 
Policy D4 GA for private internal space should have some words about living areas 
and study space. It is not sufficient to have space standards only for bedrooms  

 
Policy D4 GA for private outdoor space could have added cross references to 

children's play space requirements as in paragraph 3.4.5E and Policy S4. 
 
Paragraph 3.4.6 should have added  

‘However, the privacy of other occupants should be preserved.’ 
 

In Table 3.2 Layout iii add on the end the words ‘and periods of extreme cold’. 
 

At the end of the note commencing “See also the London Waste and 
Recycling Board’s Waste Management Planning Advice for New Flatted 
Properties 2014” which follows Table 3.2, add the words ‘Storage facilities for 

waste and recycling bins should be designed to reduce their visual impact’. 
 

That is because the London Waste and Recycling Board’s Waste Management 
Planning Advice that is referenced does not include any guidance on that aspect, 

even though it quotes policies in Development Plans of some boroughs which have 

words about waste container appearance or something similar. 
 

It may be useful to emphasise that by adding similar words about appearance to the 
end of Policy D4 G.  
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